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Abstract

Typical class-based languages, such as C#, C++, and JAVA , provide complex class mecha-
nisms but only weak module systems. These languages incorporate many of the features of rich
module systems into their class constructs. In this paper, we describe an alternative approach.
In our design, we rely on a rich ML-style module system to provide features such as visibility
control and parameterization, while providing a minimal class mechanism that includes only
those features needed to support inheritance. Programmers can then use the combination of
modules and classes to implement the full range of class-based features and idioms. Our ap-
proach has the advantage that it provides a full-featured module system (useful in its own right),
while keeping the class mechanism simple.

We have incorporated this design into MOBY, which is an ML-style language that supports
class-based object-oriented programming. In this paper, we describe our design via a series of
simple examples, show how various class-based features and idioms are realized in MOBY, and
compare our design with others.

1 Introduction

Modules and classes are important programming mechanisms, both of which help programmers
structure large software systems and develop reusable libraries. Despite this similarity of purpose,
there are significant differences between these mechanisms, and it is desirable to include both in a
programming language [Szy92, BPV98]. Currently, programmers must choose between class-based
languages such as C++ [Str97], JAVA [GJS96], and C# [ECM02], which provide rich class mecha-
nisms but weak or non-existent module systems, and languages such as MODULA-3 [CDG+89] and
SML [MTHM97], which have strong module systems but weak or nonexistent class mechanisms.
While it is possible to add a full-fledged module system to a language like JAVA , or a full-fledged
class system to a language like SML, the resulting design would be excessively complex. This
complexity results from the fact that there is significant overlap between the features of typical class
mechanisms and rich module systems. The contribution of this paper is the design of a simple class
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mechanism that fits well in the context of a language with a powerful module system. In our design,
the class and module mechanisms do not overlap in their function, but complement each other in a
way that provides support for a rich, class-based programming style that subsumes those supported
by JAVA -like languages (e.g., C++, C#, and JAVA ).

Designers of JAVA -like languages have taken a “Swiss-army knife” approach to classes, folding
many distinct language features into their class mechanisms, including object types, subtyping, in-
heritance, name-space control, static class members, and scoping. Much of this complexity results
from overloading a single syntactic construct — the class definition — with many distinct semantic
mechanisms. For example, C++ programmers use multiple inheritance and abstract classes to de-
fine subtyping heirarchies [Str94] because C++ does not have an independent notion of object type.
Another example is the use of static members and singleton classes to simulate modules (e.g., the
Math class in JAVA ). Similarly, many aspects of the visibility annotations in JAVA -like languages
duplicate the visibility control provided by modules.

These examples lead one to ask: what features are intrinsic to classes? Our answer to that
question is that the essential feature provided by classes (and not by objects or modules) isimple-
mentation inheritance. As such, classes have two kinds of clients:object clients, which use the class
to create new objects, andclass clients, which use the class as a base for deriving new subclasses.
Since there are two kinds of clients, it is natural for a class mechanism to support two distinct views
of a class’s members, which we call theobject viewand theclass view. JAVA -like languages make a
similar distinction betweenpublic andprotectedclass members. A key aspect of inheritance is that
the binding of method dispatch is left until the time when an object is created, which means that
a subclass can override a method defined by its superclass. Another ramification of inheritance is
the need for features that allow base classes to restrict how deriving classes may modify inherited
behavior (e.g., final methods in JAVA ). Such mechanisms are necessary to support the establishment
and maintenance of invariants in the presence of inheritance.

The class mechanism that we describe in this paper provides these intrinsic features but no more,
keeping with our philosophy of designing simple, independent mechanisms that can be combined
to achieve more complex effects. This class mechanism is part of the design of MOBY, an ML-like
language that supports class-based object-oriented programming.1 Specifically, MOBY use three
independent mechanisms to cover the feature set of typical class-based languages:

• Objects, class types, and object types.Objects are run-time values that support dynamic
dispatching. Each object is created by invoking amakerfunction (a.k.a. constructor) with
thenew keyword. MOBY’s type system has two distinct kinds of types for objects: aclass
typespecifies that the given object was instantiated from a descendant of a particular class,
making it animplementation type, while and anobject typedescribes only the signatures of

1The purpose of MOBY is to serve as a test-bed for experimenting with ideas in language design and implementa-
tion. The project was started as part of the ML2000 design effort. More information about MOBY can be found at
http://moby.cs.uchicago.edu/ .
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the methods and fields provided by the object, making it aninterface type[Fis96]. Class
types support a subtyping relationship that reflects the inheritance hierarchy, while object
types support structural subtyping. Each class type is also a subtype of the object type that
describes its interface.

• Classes and class interfaces.Classes in MOBY provide implementations of objects and sup-
port implementation inheritance. They also provide mechanisms for imposing restrictions on
subclasses. A class interface plays the rôle of thetypeof a class (not to be confused with a
class type). In module signatures, class interfaces specify the object and class views of the
class as seen outside the module. Thus we can use module signature matching to restrict both
the object and class views of a class.

• Modules and module signatures.MOBY provides an ML-style module system [Mac84,
Ler94, MTHM97]. Modules structure the name space by grouping definitions, including
other modules. We control the external view of the definitions in a module by constraining
the module with a signature, which provides data and type abstraction. As MOBY supports
subtyping, signatures may specify partially abstract types. MOBY also provides parameter-
ized modules (known asfunctorsin ML).

Previous papers have focused on the design of MOBY class mechanism [FR99a] and class
types [FR02]. This paper is more comprehensive, covering in greater depth all aspects of MOBY’s
support for object-oriented programming.

In the next section, we briefly review the aspects of MOBY necessary to understand our class
design and introduce an example that we use in the following two sections. In Section 3 we in-
troduce the major object-oriented features of the language using our running example. Section 5
describes class interfaces and shows how they serve to integrate MOBY’s class and module systems.
In Section 6, we show how various features of typical class-based languages can be realized using
combinations of MOBY objects, classes, and modules. We discuss related work in Section 7 and
conclude with a summary.

2 Background

2.1 MOBY overview

MOBY is an ML-like language with built-in support for class-based object-oriented programming
and CML-style concurrency. Like ML, MOBY is a higher-order and strongly typed language with
parametric polymorphism. MOBY supports many ML features, including datatypes, pattern match-
ing, modules, and parameterized modules (functors in ML terminology).
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of a portion of a GUI toolkit and its use. In this figure, ovals
represent object types, rounded black rectangles indicate classes, and regions outlined in grey denote
modules. This diagram illustrates MOBY’s separation of inheritance and subtyping: theButton
class implements the object typesGlyph andMouseCtl even though classButton has no in-
heritance relationship with these types or any classes that might have been used to define them.

To support object-oriented programming, MOBY has primitive notions of objects and classes
and the type system supports subtyping, partially abstract types, and bounded quantification. Unlike
most languages in the ML family, MOBY is anexplicitly typed language that uses only limited type
inference (the reasons for this decision are discussed in Section 3.1). In particular, all top-level
declarations must be given types, as must all functions. The compiler infers the types of local
variables and type applications. While most of these type annotations improve the readability of
programs, some are merely tedious. In the future, we plan to explore the effectiveness of local type
inference schemes [PT98, OZZ01].

2.2 A GUI example

Throughout the body of the paper, we use as a running example a portion of an idealized graphical
user interface library (or toolkit). The library contains widgets, such as buttons, scrollbars, check-
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boxes,etc., which have two distinct aspects: a graphical representation on the screen and actions
that are used to respond to user input. For example, a button has both a physical appearance and
an associated action that occurs when the user clicks on the button. Because a button’s behavior is
largely generic, a GUI toolkit can provide much of its implementation, but the action to be taken
in response to a user click is application-specific and must be supplied by the application program-
mer. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of this example. We have designed the example
to illustrate various features of the language; consequently the design may differ from the ideal
object-oriented GUI library.

The GUI library contains two modules (among others): one, calledGlyph , that implements the
graphical aspects of widgets, and a second, calledController , that implements the behavioral
aspects. Each module contains (among other things) object types specifying the interface to objects
that implement the requisite behavior. For example, theGlyph object type describes the methods
necessary to display the glyph on the screen, while theCtl object type describes the methods
necessary to interact with user events. TheMouseCtl andKbdCtl object types specializeCtl
to mouse and keyboard events, respectively.

In the library, widgets are coded as classes that define methods for displaying widget objects
and responding to user actions. For example, theButton class implements methods for drawing
the button on the screen and responding to mouse clicks. Because the class defines these methods,
objects instantiated from the class will have both theGlyph and theMouseCtl types.

To use the GUI toolkit to implement a button for ending a program, the application-writer
defines a new classQuitButton that inherits fromButton and specifies a “quit” action to
take in response to mouse clicks. Figure 1 gives a pictorial view of the relationship between the
QuitButton class and the various library modules, classes, and types.

3 Object-oriented programming in M OBY

In this section, we introduce the various language constructs that together constitute the object-
oriented features of MOBY.

3.1 Objects and object types

An objectin MOBY is a collection of fields (both mutable and immutable) and methods. The fields
and methods of an object are called itsmembers. There are three operations on objects: select a
field, update a mutable field, and invoke a method.2 An object typespecifies an interface to the

2Strictly speaking, method invocation is broken down into two steps: first, selecting a method, which evaluates to a
function value in whichself is bound to the object in question, and second, applying the resulting function. By splitting
invocation in this way, we can use a selected method as an argument to a higher-order function.
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members of an object. An object may have more members than are visible in its type. Subtyping
and member hiding enable an object to have different types in different contexts. Object types are
declared and may be recursive, as in the following control object from our widget example.

objtype Ctl {
method enable : Bool -> Ctl
method getGlyph : () -> Glyph.Glyph

}

A Ctl object has no visible fields but two visible methods:enable , which takes a boolean in-
dicating whether the control is enabled and returns aCtl object, andgetGlyph , which returns
the glyph object that represents the graphical representation of the controller (theGlyph type is
an object type defined in theGlyph module, but we omit its definition here). We use the adjec-
tive “visible” to emphasize the fact that an implementation of theCtl type may have additional
members.

Becauseenable returns the control, we can chain together method invocations. For example,
assuming thatc is a controller, the expression:

c.enable(True).getGlyph()

enablesc and then returns the associated glyph.

Continuing the controller example, we might define the type of mouse controller objects as
follows:

objtype MouseCtl {
extends Ctl
method mouseDn : Geom.Point -> ()

}

This declaration defines theMouseCtl type to be an object type that includes all of the members
of Ctl (with their given types), plus a new method:mouseDn, which encapsulates the response of
the mouse controller when the user clicks at the supplied point on the screen. It is shorthand for the
following declaration:

objtype MouseCtl {
method enable : Bool -> Ctl
method getGlyph : () -> Glyph.Glyph
method mouseDn : Geom.Point -> ()

}

Notice that ifmCtl is aMouseCtl object andpt aGeom.Point , then the expression

mCtl.enable(True).mouseDn(pt)
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is not well typed, sinceenable returns aCtl object. While it is possible to design a type system
that can specialize the return type ofenable in the definition ofMouseCtl , such systems cannot
coexist with other features of our design (we discuss these issues in Section 7). In general, the
restricted type ofenable is not a problem, since we can write

mCtl.enable(True); mCtl.mouseDn(pt)

to achieve the same effect.

Although object types in MOBY must be named, subtyping and type equality on object types
arestructural, not nominal. Structural subtyping is a form of subtyping determined solely by the
structure of the types and not by any declared relationships. Structural subtyping for object types
has several variants.Width subtypingoccurs between object typesA andB if A has all ofB’s
members and possibly more.Depth subtypingallows the types of methods and immutable fields
in A to be subtypes of the corresponding members inB [FM95, AC96]. Soundness considerations
prevent depth subtyping on mutable fields [Coo89]. We refer to the combination of width and depth
subtyping asfull subtyping, which is the combination we chose to support in MOBY. We consider
the order of members in object types unimportant and extend subtyping to function and tuple types
in the standard way.

4 Discussion

An object type in MOBY plays a r̂ole similar to aninterface in JAVA , but object types are more
flexible because they use structural instead of by-name subtyping and because MOBY classes do
not have to declarea priori the object types they implement. For example in our GUI framework,
button and scroll-bar objects can both have theMouseCtl type without having to be related via
inheritance and without having to name theMouseCtl type explicitly.

The decision to support interface types with full subtyping has implementation consequences:
with this combination of features the compiler cannot know in general an object’s layout. As a
result, method and field operations may be more expensive than in languages that tie object types to
implementations, although sophisticated compiler and method-caching techniques can make mem-
ber access for object types constant-time in practice [Deu84, HCU91, ACF+01]. We believe that
it is important to have the full flexibility provided by structural subtyping, and so we are willing to
accept the potential cost.

A consequence of supporting subtyping (as opposed torow polymorphism[Rém94]) is that
ML-style (a.k.a. Hindly-Milner) type inference is not possible.3 Alternative inference schemes,

3The technical issue is the lack ofprincipal (or most general) types. As a result, there are terms for which no “best”
type exists.
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such as constraint-based type inference systems [AW93, EST95] or incomplete inference algo-
rithms [Car93, PT98, OZZ01], are possible, but we believe that these schemes are difficult to explain
to users and can result in opaque error messages. Our approach in MOBY is conservative and purely
syntactic. We require explicit argument and return type annotations on function (and method) def-
initions and on top-level variable bindings and, like ML, we restrict polymorphism to syntactic
values [Wri95]. The types of local variables and type applications are infered. In some cases, pri-
marily anonymous functions used in higher-order contexts, the explicit type information required
by MOBY is redundant, but we plan to explore limited type inference techniques to address this
problem.

We decided to require names for object types to improve the error messages generated by the
compiler for programs with type errors. Without such names, programmers could receive error mes-
sages containing very long lists of methods and fields constructed by the compiler. Although requir-
ing names avoids such unwieldy error messages, it means that we cannot type merge points (such
as the two branches of a conditional expression) by taking the least upper bound of the branches be-
cause we are not guaranteed that this bound has a name. Consequently, we require that all branches
of each join point have precisely the same type. This requirement may mean that programmers
must annotate one or more branches with an explicit type. We will have to evaluate whether this
requirement is burdensome in practice.

While this paper focuses on the monomorphic subset of MOBY, the language supports paramet-
ric polymorphism with bounded quantification, which is useful when one needs to write a function
that works on subtypes of a known type while preserving type information. For example, the fol-
lowing function enables the controllerctl , draws the associated glyph, and returns the controller
with its original type:

fun turnOn [t <: Ctl] (ctl : t) -> t {
ctl.enable(True).draw(); ctl

}

The syntax “[t <: Ctl] ” in this code introduces the type variablet and declares it to be a
subtype ofCtl . Thus, if we applyturnOn to a mouse controller, we get a mouse controller as the
result.

4.1 Class declarations

In this section, we introduce the major features of our class mechanism via a series of simple exam-
ples. In MOBY, classes describe the implementations of objects. For example, the code in Figure 2
implements then abstract button class from our GUI Library. The body of theButton class con-
tains declarations for the fields, methods, and makers that implement the class (collectively, these
elements are known as the classmembers). The Button class has a constant fieldlabel and
mutable field namedenabled (keywordvar denotes a mutable field). Intuitively, ifb is a button
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class Button {
field scr : Scr.Scr
field label : Glyph.Glyph
field enabled : var Bool

/* Glyph methods */
public method draw () -> () {

if self .enabled
then self .scr.drawRect( self .getRect(), Color.black)
else self .scr.fillRect( self .getRect(), Color.grey);

self .label.draw ()
}
public method setLoc (p : Geom.Point) -> () {

self .label.setLoc(p)
}
public method getRect () -> Geom.Rect {

Geom.inset( self .label.getRect(), -2)
}

/* Ctl methods */
public method enable (b: Bool) -> typeof (Button) {

self .enabled := b;
self

}
public method getGlyph () -> Glyph.Glyph { self .label }
public final method mouseDn (p : Geom.Point) -> (){

if self .enabled
then self .doit()
else ConsoleIO.print "Button is disabled.\n"

}

/* To be specified by button client */
abstract method doit : () -> ()

/* Support for down-casting. */
public method getTag () -> ButtonTag { ButtonTag( self ) }

/* Support for creation and initialization */
maker mkButton (s : Scr.Scr, p : Geom.Point, name: String){

field scr = s;
field label = new Label.mkLabel(s, p, name);
field enabled = True

}
initially Controller.addMouseCtl( self )

}

Figure 2: The abstractButton class from theTextButton module of our GUI Library.9



object, then thelabel field storesb’s graphical representation, while theenabled field records
if b is active. TheButton class has methodsdraw , setLoc , getRect , enable , getGlyph ,
mouseDn, getTag anddoit . The first three of these methods support theGlyph.Glyph inter-
face, which enables objects from this class to be displayed on the screen. The next three methods
support theMouseCtl interface, allowingButton objects to receive mouse-down events. The
mouseDn method is marked asfinal , which indicates that deriving classes cannot override it.
MethodgetTag provides support for downcasting to a button object using a technique described
in Section 4.5. The last method,doit , is responsible for responding to a mouse-down event. Inside
the method implementations, the reserved identifierself names the host object. We explain the
return type of theenable method in Section 4.3. Finally, the class has a maker namedmkButton .

Makers are special functions used to initialize objects.4 Unlike many class-based languages,
we do not use the class name for makers, but instead allow programmers to specify maker names.
This choice allows classes to have multiple makers without resorting to overload resolution on the
maker arguments to distinguish between makers. The MOBY typing rules require that each maker
initialize all the fields defined in its class. We describe makers in more detail in Section 4.2.

Each class member declaration may be annotated with thepublic keyword, which means that
the class member is visible to object clients. Non-public members (e.g., thelabel andenabled
fields and thedoit method) are visible to class clients, but not to object clients. Such fields and
methods are not part of the type of objects created from the class, but are part of the type assigned to
self in the implementation of the class. Non-public makers cannot be used to create objects (even
in the body of a subclass), but are used for initialization of superclass fields in deriving subclasses.

Thedoit method is marked asabstract , which indicates the class has defered the imple-
mentation of the method to subclasses. Classes that contain abstract methods are themselves called
abstract. Since abstract classes are incomplete, it is not possible to create objects from them (i.e.,
abstract classes only have class clients). To enforce this restriction, abstract classes are not permitted
to have public makers.

In addition to implementing objects, classes provide a vehicle for code reuse via inheritance.
For example, we can implement theQuitButton class described in Section 2.2 by inheriting
from theButton class as seen in Figure 3. In this case, we callButton thesuperclass(or base
class), andQuitButton thesubclass(or derivedclass). There are three things to note about the
QuitButton code. First, theinherits clause specifies that the fields and methods ofButton
are inherited byQuitButton . Second, weoverridethedoit method to specify an action to take
when the quit button is pressed. Note that MOBY requires an explicitoverride annotation when
overriding a superclass’s method in a subclass, even when the superclass method is abstract. Requir-
ing such an annotation prevents the problem of accidental overriding. Finally, themkQuitButton
maker invokes theButton maker of its base class and initializes theapplication field. Since

4We use the termmaker(borrowed from Theta [Pro95]), instead of the more standardconstructor, to avoid confusion
with data and type constructors.
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class QuitButton {
inherits TextButton.Button
field application : Application.App
override method doit () -> () {

self .application.quit()
}

/* Support for downcasting */
public override method getTag () -> QuitButtonTag {

QuitButtonTag( self )
}

public maker mkQuitButton (
s : Scr.Scr, p : Geom.Point,
a : Application.App)

{
super mkButton(s, p, "Quit");
field application = a

}
}

Figure 3: TheQuitButton class inherits from theButton class.

non-public makers are visible to subclasses, they may be used for superclass initialization; indeed
that is their only r̂ole.

Often when overriding a superclass method, it is useful to be able to access the original method.
In MOBY, superclass methods can be accessed using the reserved identifiersuper . For example,
in a subclass ofButton , we might override thesetLoc method to shift the button’s location by
10 pixels in both thex andy directions as follows:

public override method setLoc (p : Geom.Point) -> () {
super .setLoc(Geom.addPt(p, Geom.mkPt(10, 10)))

}

MOBY binds superclass method dispatch statically because the appropriate code can always be
determined at compile time.

4.2 Object construction and invariants

An object client of a (non-abstract) class creates an object by using thenew operator to invoke one
of the class’s makers with appropriate arguments. For example,
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new mkQuitButton(Scr.S, pt, Application.app)

returns a newQuitButton object for controllingApplication.app located at pointpt on
screenScr.S . Note that the maker namemkQuitButton is available without qualification be-
cause our class mechanism does not define any form of name-space structure.

An important feature of class-based languages is support for the establishment and maintenance
of object-andclass-levelinvariants. Object-level invariants are properties of the state of a given
object, whereas class-level invariants are properties of a collection of objects. Such invariants are
especially important to base-class implementors who want to restrict how their classes may be
extended. Providing such support motivates several features of the MOBY class mechanism design.

Object-level invariants are established when an object is initialized by its maker. We require
that all fields defined in a class be initialized by each maker in the class and that subclasses always
invoke a superclass maker. These requirements guarantee that fields are always initialized before
an object is used. The author of a class can ensure that its invariants are maintained by hiding the
mutable state from subclasses using class interface ascription (cf. Section 5.1) and by declaring
methods to befinal .

Unlike JAVA -like languages, we do not allow access to an object’s methods (viaself ) inside a
maker. This restriction avoids the complication of a superclass maker invoking a subclass method
before the subclass’s fields have been initialized.5 The main disadvantage of not being able to ref-
erenceself inside makers is that class-level invariants cannot be maintained when new objects
are created, since such invariants require access to the new object. MOBY allows classes to include
an initially clause, which specifies an expression to be evaluated each time an object is cre-
ated. This expression may refer toself . For example, theButton class in Figure 2 uses an
initially clause to register each instantiated button object in a data structure containing mouse
controllers.

The initially clauses are executed from superclass to subclass. This ordering ensures that
whenever aninitially clause is invoked, any superclass invariants have already been estab-
lished. Thus, the act of creating a new object involves first computing the initial values of its fields
by invoking maker functions, then creating the initialized object and passing it to theinitially
clauses, and finally returning the new object to the context that invokednew6.

5C++ addresses this problem by changing the semantics of method dispatch inside constructors, while JAVA relies on
the property that all fields are initialized to some type-specific value prior to executing the constructor.

6Class-level invariants can be circumvented in MOBY using a combination of exceptions and downcasting. In partic-
ular, if a classCprovides agetTag method that permits users to downcast to the type associated withCand a superclass
of C uses itsinitially clause to install the newly-created object in a global table and raise an exception, then the
initially clause forCwill never execute for the object and the object can be converted into aCobject by extracting it from
the global table and downcasting.
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4.3 Thetypeof operator

The public fields and methods of a class can be viewed as defining the most precise object type
generated by the class. MOBY provides thetypeof operator to denote this type. For example, the
type “typeof (Button )” in the return type of theButton class’senable method denotes the
object type that is synthesized from the public fields and methods of theButton class. This type
is equal to the following object type definition:

objtype typeof (Button) {
method draw : () -> ()
method setLoc : Geom.Point -> ()
method getRect : () -> Geom.Rect
method enable : Bool -> typeof (Button)
method getGlyph : () -> Glyph.Glyph
method mouseDn : Geom.Point -> ()

}

where we take the syntactic liberty of using “typeof (Button )” as a type name.

4.4 Class types

So far, the types we have shown for objects support only structural subtyping. In contrast, JAVA -like
languages use inheritance relationships to define aninheritance-basedsubtyping hierarchy.7 What
is interesting about the distinction between inheritance-based and structural subtyping is that there
are certain idioms, such as friend functions, binary methods, and object cloning operations, that are
natural to write in an inheritance-based framework, but which are difficult to express in a structural
framework [FR02].

To remedy this deficiency of structural subtyping, MOBY supports inheritance-based subtyping
via the mechanism ofclass types. For a given classC, we use the notation#C to denote the class
type corresponding toC. If an object has type#C, then it must have been instantiated fromC or
from a subclass ofC.

As with JAVA -like languages, subtyping on class types reflects the inheritance hierarchy (i.e.,
subclassing is a necessary condition for inheritance-based subtyping). Inheritance is not a suf-
ficient condition for inheritance-based subtyping in MOBY, however, as we require that the in-
terface of the subclass be a subtype of the interface of the superclass for the associated class

7It is important not to confuse inheritance-based subtyping andby-namesubtyping. Withby-namesubtyping, relation-
ships between object types are declared explicitly (e.g., JAVA ’s interfaces), whereas inheritance-based subtyping mirrors
the inheritance hierarchy. While both inheritance-based and by-name subtyping avoid theaccidental subtypingproblem
that afflicts structural subtyping (the common example of which is a cowboy and widget that both have draw methods),
the type names in an inheritance-based scheme are tied to specific implementations, whereas multiple, unrelated classes
may be declared to implement the same type name in a by-name subtyping scheme.
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types to be in the inheritance-based subtyping relationship. In the widget example, the interface
of the QuitButton class is a (vacuous) extension of theButton interface, and so we have
that the type#QuitButton is a subtype of#Button . If, on the other hand, we defined a
classStationaryQuitButton derived fromQuitButton that hides the inheritedsetLoc
method, then the interface of theStationaryQuitButton class would not be a subtype of
QuitButton ’s interface and the two class types would not be in a subtyping relationship. Such
hiding is possible using mechanisms of MOBY’s module system (see Section 5).

We have discussed class types in detail in an earlier paper [FR02], including the motivation for
class types, two design alternatives for subtyping (the one we have adopted for MOBY is described
above), and a formal system establishing the soundness of the mechanism.

4.5 Tagtypes

Most statically-typed object-oriented languages support some form of mechanism to coerce an ob-
ject to a subtype (a so-calleddownward coercion). The primary disadvantage of such mechanisms
is that they weaken the effectiveness of static typechecking, since these coercions must be checked
dynamically. For a language like MOBY that relies on type abstraction to control visibility, there
is the additional problem that downward coercions can be used to break abstractions. For this rea-
son, MOBY does not provide a general downward coercion mechanism. Instead, it provides an
independenthierarchically extensibledatatype mechanism—thetagtypeconstruct— which allows
programmers to get the effect of dynamically checked coercions using ML-style pattern matching.8

There are two forms of tagtype declarations: base declarations, which declare a new root type,
and extension declarations, which add new branches to existing roots. Each extended tagtype is a
subtype of the tagtype it extends. A base tagtype declaration defines a new type with a single new
data constructor for building values of the type. For convenience, we pun the name of the type and
the name of the associated data constructor. As an example, the following declaration introduces a
new tagtypeGlyphTag .

tagtype GlyphTag of Glyph

Values of this type can be produced by applying the constructorGlyphTag to a value of type
Glyph .

An extension tagtype declaration defines a new tagtype that extends an existing one and adds a
new constructor.

tagtype ButtonTag of typeof (Button) extends Glyph.GlyphTag

8We patterned this construct after a similar mechanism in OML [RR96b], but we have decoupled it from object types.
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The argument type of the new constructor must be a subtype of the constructor being extended. In
the example, this property holds becausetypeof (Button) is a subtype ofGlyph .

Using extension, one can define a tree-structured subtyping hierarchy of tagtypes. The use-
fulness of tagtypes in supporting downcasting comes from the semantics of pattern matching on
tagtype constructors: in a pattern, a tagtype constructor will match any extension of the constructor.
For example, to support collections of heterogeneous widgets in our GUI library, we can use the
tagtype hierarchy rooted at theGlyphTag tagtype, whose constructor argument typeGlyph is
defined as follows:

objtype Glyph {
method draw : () -> ()
method getScr : () -> Scr.Scr
method setLoc : Geom.Point -> ()
method getRect : () -> Geom.Rect
method setColor : Color.Color -> ()
method getTag : () -> GlyphTag

}

Note that the glyph object type includes agetTag method, which hasGlyphTag as its return
type. Classes that implement this object type can extend theGlyphTag tagtype and override the
getTag method to support downcasting. For example, butttons are a kind of glyph, so we can
use theButtonTag tagtype in theButton class’s implementation of thegetTag method (from
Figure 2):

class Button {
...

/* Support for down-casting. */
public method getTag () -> ButtonTag { ButtonTag( self ) }

...
}

Client code can use theGlyphTag tagtypes to perform checked downcasts onGlyph objects. For
example, the following function casts a widget to a button option, whereNone represents a run-time
type error (i.e., the object is not a button):

fun castToButton (g : Glyph.Glyph) -> Option( typeof (Button))
{

case g.getTag() of { ButtonTag b => Some b, _ => None }
}

Subclasses of theButton class can choose to support more refined downcasting by specialize the
relevant declarations using tagtype extension and method overriding.
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We also use tagtypes to represent exceptions in MOBY (the predefinedExn tagtype can be
extended to define new exceptions). Using tagtypes for this purpose allows us to combine the
hierarchical classification of exceptions found in many object-oriented languages with ML-style
pattern matching in exception handlers. Tagtypes can also be used to encode binary methods and
multimethod dispatch (see [RR96b] for examples).

5 Modules

MOBY has an ML-style module system [Mac84, Ler94, MTHM97] that separates module imple-
mentations from interfaces (signatures) and supports parameterized modules. A MOBY module is a
collection of type, class, nested module, and value declarations. Modules structure the namespace;
components of a module are accessed using qualified names (e.g., Glyph.Glyph ). Each module
has an implicit signature, which specifies the types of its components. In addition to its implicit
signature, the visible interface of a module may be constrained by ascribing it with a signature.
As in ML, signature ascriptionin MOBY provides both type abstraction (by hiding the definition
of types) and data abstraction (by hiding value definitions). Since MOBY has subtyping, we allow
partially-abstract type specifications in signatures, which have the form:

type type-name<: type

For example, the module in Figure 4 provides the implementation of the screen abstraction for our
GUI example; notice that the module is constrained by a signature that reveals only that the abstract
typeScr is a subtype of the object typeIScreen .

5.1 Class Interfaces

An interfaceis the type (or signature) of a class; it is used when specifying a class in a module’s sig-
nature.9 For example, the module in Figure 5 encapsulates the implementation of theButton class.
In this example, theTextButton module is constrained by a signature that specifies an interface
for theButton class. This interface indicates that the class has public methodsdraw , setLoc ,
getRect , enable , getGlyph , mouseDn, andgetTag . It also has an abstract methoddoit
and a makermkButton that are available to class clients, but not object clients. Matching the
Button class with this interface has the effect of hiding thelabel andenabled fields (i.e.,
these fields are visible to deriving classes inside theTextButton module but not outside of it).
Once a field or method is hidden in this way, subclasses are free to define new members with the

9MOBY’s notion of an interface should not be confused with that of JAVA . Interfaces in JAVA play a r̂ole that is related
more closely to MOBY’s object types.
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signature SCREEN {
objtype IScreen{

method getID : () -> Int
method clearRect : Geom.Rect -> ()
method drawRect : (Geom.Rect, Color.Color) -> ()
method fillRect : (Geom.Rect, Color.Color) -> ()
method drawString : (Geom.Point, String) -> ()
method sizeOfText : String -> Geom.Point

...
}
type Scr <: IScreen

val create : Int -> Scr
}

module Scr : SCREEN {

class Screen {
public field id : Int

...
public method clearRect (r:Geom.Rect) -> () { ... }
public maker mkScreen(id : Int) {

field id = id
}

}

objtype IScreen = typeof (Screen)

type Scr = #Screen

fun create (id:Int) -> # Screen { new mkScreen(id) }

}

Figure 4: Using signature ascription to hide module components in MOBY.
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module TextButton : {
class Button : {

public method draw : () -> ()
public method setLoc : Geom.Point -> ()
public method getRect : () -> Geom.Rect
public method enable : Bool -> typeof (Button)
public method getGlyph : () -> Glyph.Glyph
public final method mouseDn : Geom.Point -> ()
public method getTag : () -> ButtonTag
abstract method doit : () -> ()
maker mkButton of (Scr.Scr, Geom.Point, String)

}
tagtype ButtonTag of typeof (Button) extends Glyph.GlyphTag

} { ... implementation ofButton class ... }

Figure 5: Using a class interface to hide information about a class contained in a module.

same name. Note, however, that the original member is still accessible from the superclass’s meth-
ods (e.g., theenable method has access to theenabled field), even if the nameenabled is
reused.

To make inheritance relationships visible through signature matching, a class interface can
include aninherits clause that explicitly states that the corresponding class type is a sub-
type of the inherited class type. For example, the class interface for theQuitButton class in
Figure 6 reveals that classQuitButton inherits from theButton class in theTextButton
module. Thisinherits clause has two effects. First, it automatically includes in the interface
for QuitButton all of the visible method and field declarations fromTextButton.Button ,
which implies thattypeof (QuitButton) is a subtype oftypeof (TextButton.Button) .
Second, the declaration reveals that the class type#QuitButton is a subtype of#TextButton.Button .
If the derived class has specialized the types of any of the inherited members, the interface must pro-
vide the more specialized types by explicity listing them,cf. thegetTag method. In addition, the
interface can specialize imported members in other ways by explicitly listing them with the appro-
priate annotations,e.g., abstract , final , public .

In general, a class interface may differ from the class it specifies in the following ways:

• The interface may omit non-abstract members that are in the implementation (e.g., theenabled
field in classTextButton.Button ).

• It may omit thepublic annotation from a member that is public in the implementation,
making that member available only to class clients outside of the module.
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module QuitButton : {

class QuitButton : {
inherits TextButton.Button
public method getTag : () -> QuitButtonTag
maker mkQuitButton

of (Scr.Scr, Geom.Point, Application.App)
}
tagtype QuitButtonTag of typeof (QuitButton)

extends TextButton.ButtonTag

} { ... implementation ofQuitButton class ... }

Figure 6: Inherits clauses in class interfaces import the associated interface and reveal the class
hierarchy.

• It may add, but not remove, afinal or abstract annotation on a method.

• It may specify a more specific type for the argument of a maker function.

• It may specify in itsinherits clause any one of its visible ancestor classes, hiding the in-
heritance relationship with any intermediary classes. Alternatively, it may omit theinherits
clause entirely, hiding all inheritance information about the class.

From these rules, it is clear that the external view of the class will, in general, be asupertypeof
the internal view. The combination of inheritance, which has the effect of specializing a class’s
interface, and ascription, which has the effect of generalizing a class’s interface, allows significant
control over class interfaces.

An important property of our design is that type checking a class definition depends only on the
class interface of its direct superclass. Consequently, the internal class hierarchy and private class
members of a class library may be changed without requiring recompilation in the source of clients.
This property fits with the goal of supporting separate compilation for modules based only on the
interfaces of the module’s antecedents [Ler94].

To ensure that our treatment of private names is sound, we developed a formal calculus mod-
elling this aspect of MOBY, called XMOC, based on Riecke-Stone dictionaries [RS02]. We defined
a static and dynamic semantics for XMOC and have shown that the resulting system is sound
[FR02].
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5.2 Realizing expressive visibility contexts

As we have described, classes have two views: object and class, while modules define two scopes:
internal and external. By enclosing a class inside a module, we can produce four distinctvisibility
contexts: internal-class view, internal-object view, external-class view, andexternal-object view.
Roughly, these contexts correspond to JAVA ’s private, protected, package, and public levels of vis-
ibility, respectively. Note, however, that in MOBY, further refinement of these contexts may be
achieved by nesting modules. In this section, we construct two synthetic examples to demonstrate
many of these contexts.

In these examples, we assume that we have two typesT1 andT2, with T2 a subtype ofT1, and
aT1 a value of typeT1:

T2 <: T1
aT1 : T1

The code fragment in Figure 7 defines the moduleM1, constrained by signatureS1. This module
contains a declaration of the classC1, which provides methodsm1, m2, m3, andm4 and makers
mk1, mk2, mk3andmk4. The module also contains a binding ofobj to an object created fromC1.
The signatureS1 for moduleM1reveals that classC1 is in the module, but hides aspects ofC1 by
providing a limited class interface. The signature exposes the valueobj , but reveals only thatobj
has (external) typetypeof (C1), a type which contains only methodm1.

Figure 8 summarizes the visibility ofC1’s methods in the four visibility contexts defined by
the example. In each table, the “Internal” and “External” rows represent views of the method from
inside and outsideM1, respectively, while the “Class view” and “Object view” columns denote the
class and object views. Each entry in a table gives the type of the member in that context; the entry
“Not visible” indicates that the member is not accessible.

There are a few points about this table that deserve further discussion. The methodm1serves
as a base-line; it is visible everywhere with typeInt -> Int . The methodsm2, m3, andm4
illustrate the kinds of visibility control found in JAVA (and to some extent, C++). Them2method is
analogous to aprotectedmethod in C++; it is visible to class clients, but not to object clients. Them3
method has JAVA ’s default (or package) visibility; it is visible to both object and class clients inside
M1, but hidden from both outside the module. Lastly, them4method is close to aprivatemethod; it
is visible to class clients insideM1, but completely hidden from all clients outside the module.

This example also illustrates that we have control over the visibility of maker functions. Figure 9
summarizes the visibility ofC1’s makers. The makermk1 takes an argument of typeT1, which
accounts for its type in the internal views. Outside the moduleM1, however, it has an interface that
requires an argument of typeT2. Note that since we are talking about theargumentsto a maker,
the subtyping relationship is contravariant. Makermk2 illustrates that we can prevent makers from
being used by object clients, whilemk3 shows that we can give makers package scope. Finally,
makermk4 can only be used by class clients within the module.
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signature S1 {
class C1 : {

public method m1 : Int -> Int
method m2 : Int -> Int

public maker mk1 of T2
maker mk2 of T2

}
val obj : typeof (C1)

}

module M1 : S1
{

class C1 {
public method m1 (x : Int) : Int { ... }

method m2 (x : Int) : Int { ... }
public method m3 (x : Int) : Int { ... }

method m4 (x : Int) : Int { ... }

public maker mk1 (t1 : T1) { ... }
maker mk2 (t1 : T1) { ... }

public maker mk3 (t1 : T1) { ... }
maker mk4 (t1 : T1) { ... }

}
val obj : #C1 = new mk3(aT1);
...

}

Figure 7: Synthetic example that illustrates the rich visibility contexts that can be constructed using
the combination of class views and module signatures.

ModuleM1shows how the combination of module signature matching and our class mechanism
provides fine-grained control over class-member visibility. The code fragment in Figure 10, which
defines a subclass ofC1, illustrates that deriving classes are allowed full control over the visibility of
inherited members. In particular,C2 hides the “public”m1method it inherited, while revealing the
“protected”m2method. In addition, classC2 adds a new method namedm3. This method has no
connection to them3method defined inC1, which was not made visible outside the moduleM1. This
example also shows that the type of objects implemented by a subclass is independent of the type
of objects implemented by its superclass. In particular, the typetypeof (C2) is neither a subtype
nor a supertype oftypeof (C1). This independence exemplifies the slogan that “inheritance is not
subtyping” [CHC90].
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m1 Class view Object view

Internal Int -> Int Int -> Int
External Int -> Int Int -> Int

m2 Class view Object view

Internal Int -> Int Not visible
External Int -> Int Not visible

m3 Class view Object view

Internal Int -> Int Int -> Int
External Not visible Not visible

m4 Class view Object view

Internal Int -> Int Not visible
External Not visible Not visible

Figure 8: Visibility of classC1’s methods.

5.3 Parameterized modules

As in ML, modules in MOBY may be parameterized by other modules. Using parameterized mod-
ules, we can define classes that inherit from base classes that are supplied in a module parameter.
We illustrate this technique using the glyph classes from our running example.

We start by defining in Figure 11 a module signature that specifies a base class for implementing
glyphs. In the code, the typeScr.Scr is an object type that represents a drawing surface. Although
no implementation is given here, the intuition is that thedraw method sets up any conditions
necessary for drawing, perhaps translates the relevant coordinate system to the origin,etc., and then
invokes thedrawGlyph method provided by the derived class to do the actual drawing. This
design illustratesmethod factoring: drawing code common to all glyphs isfactoredinto thedraw
method supplied by the base class.

Since we might want to support different kinds of drawing screens (e.g., computer screens and
printers), we collect the subclasses ofBaseGlyph into a module that is parameterized by the
BASE_GLYPHsignature, shown in Figure 12. In this code fragment,LabelGlyph is a subclass
of G.BaseGlyph and provides the implementation of thedrawGlyph method for drawing labels.
This example illustrates both module and class-based code reuse. We use a parameterized module to
abstract over the base class ofLabelGlyph , which allows multiple class hierarchies to be defined
by applyingMkGlyphs to different base classes; we use inheritance to factor out code common to
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mk1 Class view Object view

Internal of T1 of T1
External of T2 of T2

mk2 Class view Object view

Internal of T1 Not visible
External of T2 Not visible

mk3 Class view Object view

Internal of T1 of T1
External Not visible Not visible

mk4 Class view Object view

Internal of T1 Not visible
External Not visible Not visible

Figure 9: Visibility of classC1’s makers

all glyphs.

This use of parameterized modules does not provide the full power ofmixins [BC90, FKF98]
because all members of the parameterized base class not mentioned in the associated class signature
are permanently hidden during the module application. With mixins, such members are manifest in
the resulting class. In Section 6.3, we describe how traits, which are an alternative to mixins, can be
encoded in MOBY.

6 OOP idioms

In Section 5.2, we showed how the combination of classes and modules in MOBY provides the full
power of the visibility annotations found in C++ and JAVA . In this section, we further demonstrate
that this combination provides an expressive class-based programming model by describing how
common class-based features and idioms are realized in MOBY.

6.1 Friend functions

JAVA -like languages have mechanisms that allow some classes and functions to have greater access
privileges to a class’s members than others. In C++, a class grants this access by declaring that
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class C2 {
inherits M1.C1

method m1 : Int -> Int { ... }
public method m2 : Int -> Int { ... }

method m3 (s : String) : String { ... }
public maker mk () { ... }

}

Figure 10: Synthetic example illustrating that deriving classes have full control over the visibility
of their members.

signature BASE_GLYPH {
class BaseGlyph : {

field s : Scr.Scr
field r : var Geom.Rect
public final method draw : Geom.Point -> ()
abstract method drawGlyph : Scr.Scr -> ()
public method getTag : () -> GlyphTag
public final method getScr : () -> Scr.Scr
public method setLoc : Geom.Point -> ()
public method getRect : () -> Geom.Rect
maker mkGlyph of (Scr.Scr, Geom.Rec)

}
tagtype GlyphTag
type Glyph = typeof (BaseGlyph)

}

Figure 11: Signature of modules implementing the root of a Glyph hierarchy for a given drawing
medium.

certain other classes and functions arefriends; JAVA uses the notion of package scope, and C# uses
internal annotations. In MOBY, we can use modules and class types to achieve the same effect.
Figure 13 shows MOBY code implementing an imperativeGrid class for storing a collection of
glyphs. In the example, the module signature hides the underlying representation of theGrid
class from module clients, but theunion function has privileged access to the representation of its
argument objects.

We could have coded theGrid example using abstract types and partial type revelations, but
this approach is brittle with respect to inheritance [FR02]. By giving the arguments of theunion
function class types, we make theunion function applicable to all classes that (visibly) inherit
from theGrid class.
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module MkGlyphs (G : BASE_GLYPH) {
type Glyph = G.Glyph
tagtype GlyphTag = G.GlyphTag

class LabelGlyph {
inherits G.BaseGlyph
field text : String
override method drawGlyph (s : Scr.Scr) -> () {

s.drawString(Geom.origin self .r, self .text)
}
public maker mkLabel (s:Scr.Scr, p:Geom.Point, txt:String) {

let sz = s.sizeOfText(txt);
super mkGlyph (s, Geom.R(p, Geom.ptAdd(p, sz)));
field text = txt

}
}
... implementations of other glyph classes ...

}

Figure 12: ModuleMkGlyphs implements a collection of glyph classes that all inherit from the
BaseGlyph class defined in the module parameterG.

6.2 Binary methods

Binary methods are methods that take another object instantiated from the same class as an argu-
ment. Using class types, we can implement the form of binary methods found in JAVA and C++, in
which the binary method has privileged access to the representation of the argument object. For
example, Figure 14 shows how theunion function from the previous example can be implemented
as a binary method. As shown in the code fragment, we can pass objects generated from subclasses
of the Grid class to theunion method. Unlike the automatic specialization of binary methods
found in languages that supportmytype[BCC+96], the types remain fixed when the methods are
inherited.

6.3 Traits

Traits are a recently proposed mechanism for factoring SMALL TALK programs [SDNB03]. A trait
is a collection of method definitions, calledprovidedmethods, without state (i.e. no fields). The
methods in a trait may refer to other methods, calledrequiredmethods, that are not provided by the
trait. Traits can be defined in several different ways:

• by a collection of method definitions,
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module GridM : {
class Grid : {

public method add : Glyph.Glyph -> ()
public maker mkGrid of ()

}
val union : ( #Grid, #Grid) -> ()

} {
class Grid {

public field items : var List(Glyph.Glyph)
public method add (x : Glyph.Glyph) -> () {

self .items := x :: self .items
}
public maker mkGlyph () { field items = Nil }

}
fun union (s1 : #Glyph, s2 : #Glyph) -> () {

List.app s1.add s2.items
}

}

Figure 13: Theunion function is a friend of theGrid class.

• by extending an existing trait with additional method definitions,

• by composing two disjoint traits,

• by removing methods from an existing trait, or

• by renaming methods in an existing trait.

While traits were designed for a language without static types, we can encode traits in MOBY

using a combination of modules, higher-order functions, and object types. In our encoding a trait
is represented as a module consisting of an object type that lists both the provided and required
methods of the trait and a collection ofpremethods[AC96, RR96a] that implement the provided
methods.

For example, consider the definition of a trait that provides aprint method given ashow
method. This trait is encoded as the following MOBY module:
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class Grid {
field items : var List(Glyph.Glyph)
public method add (x : Glyph.Glyph) -> () {

self .items := x :: self .items
}
public method union (s : #Grid) -> () {

List.app self .add s.items
}
public maker mkGrid () { field items = Nil }

}

class CGrid {
inherits Grid
public field nItems : var Glyph.Glyph
public method add (x : Glyph.Glyph) -> () {

self .nItems := self .nItems+1;
super .add(x)

}
public method size () -> Glyph.Glyph { self .nItems }
public maker mkCGrid () { super mkGrid(); field nItems = 0 }

}

... ( new mkGrid()).union ( new mkCGrid()) ...

Figure 14: Grid class with a binaryunion method.

module PrintTrait {
objtype TPrint {

/* provided methods */
method print : () -> ()
/* required methods */
method show : () -> ()

}

fun print (s : TPrint) () -> () {
ConsoleIO.print(s.show())

}
}

TheTPrint object type encodes the type of the trait; any class that is implemented using this trait
will implement a subtype ofTPrint . The module also contains a curried functionprint , which
has the type

val print : TPrint -> () -> ()
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A client class can use this premethod to implement aprint method, as seen in the following class
definition:

class C {
field name : String
field value : Int
public method show () -> String {

self .name + "=" + toString self .value
}
public method print () -> () {

PrintTrait.print self ()
}
...

}

Most of the operations on traits are handled directly in our encoding. Extending a trait or com-
bining traits is supported by the corresponding operations on the modules representing the traits.
Method renaming is encoded as renaming the corresponding premethod. Hiding, however, poses
a problem for our encoding. The natural mechanism would be to use signature matching to hide
the corresponding premethod, but this hiding cannot be reflected in the object type used for the
premethod self parameters, since the signature matching would not typecheck. Once one has com-
mitted to the existence of a given method with a given type in the trait, it must be provided with the
given type by any class that inherits the trait. We can make the encoding more flexible by using an
independent object type for each premethod’s self parameter, but in practice this added flexibility is
probably not worth the overhead of the extra object-type definitions.

6.4 Other idioms

• Static class members.JAVA -like languages support the notion ofstaticmembers, which are
allocated per-class, rather than per-object. In this rôle, classes are serving as modules by
providing name space management and visibility control on what would otherwise be global
function and variable definitions. MOBY relies on its module system to support these kinds
of global definitions.

• C++’s private inheritance.In C++, a class can inherit the implementation of a superclass without
inheriting its interface. MOBY’s inheritance mechanism provides this control as well. By
omitting the inherits clause in a class interface, the programmer can hide inheritance
relationships. In addition, class interface ascription allows MOBY to support much finer-
grained control over the interface of subclasses, allowing the object type implemented by a
subclass to be independent of the object type implemented by its superclass (cf.Section 5.2).

• JAVA ’s interfaces and C++’s multiple inheritance with abstract base classes.The main use of
multiple inheritance in C++ is to provide a richer subtyping hierarchy; JAVA instead introduced
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interfaces, which have subtyping relationships that are independent of the class hierarchy.
MOBY provides such subtyping relations via structural subtyping rules.

• Final classes.A final class is one that cannot be extended; it can be used only for creating
objects. Because MOBY object types are independent of classes, we can achieve the effect of
a final class by hiding the class in a module and exporting functions that create its objects by
invoking the appropriate makers.

• Inner and anonymous classes.JAVA 1.1 [AG98] allows class definitions to be nested inside
other classes. In keeping with its Swiss-army knife approach, JAVA has three different flavors
of inner class, each of which corresponds to a different mechanism in MOBY. Anonymous in-
ner classes play the rôle of first-class functions, which MOBY already has. Static inner classes
allow the enclosing class to be used to collect together several class definitions; modules fill
this rôle in MOBY. To get the effect of non-static named inner classes, MOBY programmers
can write top-level classes that take their logically enclosing object as an extra parameter to
their makers. We can then group the “inner” and “outer” classes together in a module to
control the visibility of class members. While the result of this transformation may be com-
plicated, it mirrors the underlying complexity of the inner-class mechanism.10 We do not
believe that this mechanism is useful enough to warrant direct support in the language.

• Copy constructors.Copy constructors are useful because they support object cloning. We
do not provide built-in cloning because we believe class designers should have control over
whether or not objects from a particular class should be clonable, but by using class types
programmers can implement their own copy constructors in MOBY and thus support clonable
objects [FR02].

7 Related work

The original design of the MOBY class mechanism was described in a conference paper [FR99a];
subsequently, we extended the design by introducing the notion of class types [FR02]. This paper
significantly extends these earlier works by describing the complete set of features provided by
MOBY to support object-oriented programming. In the remainder of this section, we describe how
our design relates to other approaches.

10The JAVA Virtual Machine was not modified to support inner classes, so JAVA compilers must do a similar transfor-
mation [Jav97].
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7.1 Encoding classes

A number of researchers have explored encoding classes via objects and modules. We believe that
these studies provide evidence that a primitive class mechanism is a good idea. Encoding classes us-
ing collections of pre-methods, as described in [AC96] and [RR96a], requires substantial program-
mer overhead. Furthermore, compiling such encodings into efficient object representations with
shared method suites is likely to be difficult. Vouillon has proposed unifying classes and modules
by extending an ML-like module mechanism with method and inheritance declarations [Vou98].11

His proposal includes weakening the phase distinction and making modules dynamic. The fact that
his encoding of classes uses little of the existing module mechanism and requires extensive changes
is evidence that classes and modules are inherently different.

7.2 MyType

Some statically typed object-oriented languages provide a kind ofopen recursionin the type of
self in methods [BSv95, FM95, AC96, Vou01], typically by using a special type variable, called
mytype(or selftype), for the type ofself . For example, withmytype, we could declare that the
enable method in classButton returnsmytype, which would mean that enabling aQuitButton
object would return aQuitButton object. In addition to allowing the return type of inherited
methods likeenable to be specialized, this mechanism also allows statically typablebinary meth-
ods[BCC+96].

Unfortunately, the presence ofmytypesignificantly complicates type systems for object-oriented
languages. In addition, contravariant occurrences ofmytype(such as in the argument position of a
binary method) place restrictions on what can be hidden [FR99a, Vou01]. In particular, as long as
a contravariant occurence ofmytyperemains in the public interface, we can hide members only if
we rememeber the instantiating class of the object. In MOBY terms (assuming we addedmytypeto
MOBY), the subtyping relationship

#C <: typeof (C)

holds only if mytypedoes not appear contravariantly intypeof (C) . Covariant occurrences of
mytypedo not impose the same restrictions, but the motivation for covariantmytypeis weaker in
imperative languages such as MOBY than in a purely functional setting because we may replace cas-
cading message sends with sequential composition. These considerations led us to adopt a simpler
type system withoutmytypebut with full control over hiding.

11Stone and Riecke explored a similar design in the summer of 1997; discussions with them at the time led us to
develop our design.
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7.3 OCAML

There are a number of languages with both modules and classes. Of these, OCAML [RV98, Ler98] is
the most closely related to MOBY. OCAML is a dialect of ML that provides both a rich module sys-
tem and support for class-based, object-oriented programming. Although the module systems of the
two languages are essentially equivalent, the languages differ significantly in their object types and
class constructs. The main differences stem from a fundamental design choice: OCAML ’s design
emphasizes the expressiveness of the object-type system, whereas MOBY’s design emphasizes the
expressiveness of the class system. OCAML usesrow polymorphism[Rém94] to support extensible
object types, whereas MOBY uses structural subtyping. OCAML ’s approach has two advantages:
it is backward compatible with ML’s Hindley-Milner type inference, and one can get the effect of
mytypeby the use of recursive type variables. The cost of providingmytypeis that OCAML ’s classes
are less flexible than MOBY’s. Specifically, if a method is public in an OCAML class, it cannot be
hidden from either class clients or object clients of a deriving class, as required for the soundness of
mytype. In addition, if a method is hidden from object clients in a class, it cannot be made public by
a deriving class. The former restriction means that the class hierarchy determines an object-type hi-
erarchy. These restrictions, along with the fact that OCAML does not have public fields, limit one’s
ability to use the module system to implement friends via package scope in two ways. First, it is not
possible to reveal inherited protected methods or fields to the friend functions, and any method that
a class reveals to its friends must also be revealed to any client outside the module (assuming that
the class is exported).

Another design choice is support forfunctionalobjects: OCAML provides functional update
(essentially acloning operation) andmytypeto support them, whereas MOBY does not. Again,
this choice reflects the difference in focus of the two designs. While functional objects provide
additional flexibility in the object system, they cause problems for the class system. Specifically,
the ability to copy an object via functional update undermines class-level invariants.

7.4 JAVA extensions

Several researchers have approached combining object-oriented features with modules by adding a
module mechanism to JAVA .

JAVA MOD [AZ01] is one such proposal, based on work on the foundations of modules [AZ02].
In many respects, this approach is similar to an ML-style module system: it supports parameterized
modules, separates implementations from interfaces, and uses signature ascription to hide informa-
tion. As in MOBY, modules in JAVA MOD can be parameterized over classes and the parameter
classes can be used to derive new classes in the module. JAVA MOD also allows signature matching
to hide (i.e., make private) methods in a class. On the other hand, there are also differences: the
JAVA MOD merge primitive supports mutually recursive modules, but JAVA MOD does not support
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module parameters or nested modules.

Jiazzi is a component language for JAVA [MFH01] based on the idea ofUnitsdeveloped by Flatt
and Felleisen [FF98]. Jiazzi hasclass signaturesthat are similar to MOBY’s class interfaces and
package signaturesthat are similar to module signatures in ML or MOBY. A unit in Jiazzi is either
anatombuilt from JAVA classes and interfaces or acompoundbuilt from other units. Typechecking
in Jiazzi is postponed to link time (much like C++ templates). As with the original Units design,
Jiazzi has a very flexible linking model that supports recursive linking and so-called upside-down
mixins.

While these approaches address the lack of a proper module system in JAVA , they do so at a
significant increase in the complexity of the language. Also, because these approaches adopt JAVA ’s
complex class mechanism, their classes have significant overlap with their module systems. In
contrast, the MOBY design uses a simpler class mechanism with minimal overlap with the module
mechanisms.

7.5 Other language designs

MOBY has a number of similarities to the language THETA [Pro95]. Like MOBY, object types
and classes are separate notions in THETA. Furthermore, THETA also allows independent control
of the object and class views of a class viaprovidesandhiding clauses in class definitions. Ob-
ject construction in THETA involves a top-down pass that can only initialize fields followed by a
bottom-up pass that can access the created object. This second pass plays a rôle similar to MOBY’s
initially clause, but each maker in a class may specify a different action. The main differ-
ence between MOBY and THETA is in the module system: THETA has a weak notion of signatures
that specifies the names but not the types of exported components and does not support nested or
parameterized modules.

MODULA-3 [CDG+89] and LOOM [BFP97] are two other languages that combine a class con-
struct with a module system. In MODULA-3, both the module system and the support for object-
oriented programming are weaker than that provided by MOBY. Its module system disallows nested
modules and its class construct unifies the subtyping and inheritance hierarchies. LOOM is a class-
based object-oriented language based on matching, a relation similar to row-polymorphism. Re-
cently, the designers of LOOM proposed a module system for their language that supports anopen
operation in addition to the standardimportoperation [BPV98]. The distinction between importing
and opening a module in LOOM is similar to our distinction between the object and class views of a
class. A client that imports a module sees only thepubliccomponents of the module as specified in
the module interface, whereas a client that opens a module sees the entire contents of the module,
which makes the classes hidden within the module available for inheritance. This feature means
that LOOM modules do not provide the abstraction that one normally expects from modules, since
any client of a module can peek inside by opening it.
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8 Conclusion

We have presented the design of a minimal class mechanism and have shown that it works in concert
with an ML-style module system to provide a rich, class-based programming experience. Our
design philosophy has been to identify the fundamental properties of classes and then to design
a mechanism that supports only those properties while integrating well with the module system.
Although the formal semantics of our class mechanism has provided a guide to the design of the
surface language features [FR99b, FR02], we have also used our expectations about programming
in MOBY to improve the design. For example, our original design supported both width and depth
subtyping between the class and object views of a class (e.g., the type of a method in the class view
was allowed to be a subtype of its type in the object view). While this flexibility naturally falls
out of the semantics, supporting it in MOBY required cumbersome syntax, and we were unable to
find any motivating examples for such flexibility. Because we felt that a natural syntax was more
important than supporting the full flexibility provided by the semantics, we removed the feature.
As another example, we added class types to the language, even though they complicate the type
system, because we felt that the simplicity they brought to expressing important idioms such as
friend functions, binary methods, and cloning outweighed the additional complexity.

Table 1 compares the way that JAVA and MOBY use their package/module and class mechanisms
to support various language features (a similar comparison might be made with C++’s namespaces
and classes). This table illustrates three important points:

• Comparing JAVA ’s class column with MOBY’s module column shows that there is significant
overlap between traditional class mechanisms and rich module systems. This overlap may
explain why typical class-based languages tend to have weak or non-existent module systems.

• Comparing the two MOBY columns shows that there isno overlap between MOBY’s module
and class mechanisms.

• Lastly, we note that there are several features provided by the MOBY module mechanism that
are missing from JAVA : type abstraction, partial type abstraction, signature matching, and
module parameterization.

While it is clear that our class mechanism is substantially simpler than JAVA ’s, one might argue
that the total complexity of our object, class, and module systems outweighs the total complexity
of JAVA ’s interface, class, and package mechanisms. Such comparisons are hard to make, and we
are not convinced that MOBY is more complicated when viewed as a whole. But even so, such an
argument overlooks the fact that a rich module system like MOBY’s is valuable in its own right as a
mechanism for supporting large-scale software development and reusable libraries. We expect that
MOBY’s combination of a rich module system with support for traditional class-based programming
will enable new and interesting programming techniques.
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Table 1: A comparison of JAVA and MOBY. A check indicates that the given feature is implemented
using the indicated language mechanism.

JAVA MOBY

Feature Pac
ka

ge
s

Clas
se

s

M
od

ule
s

Clas
se

s

Method/field definitions
√ √

Implementation inheritance
√ √

Object construction
√ √

Protected scope
√ √

Value/type definitions
√ √

Name spaces— providing a hierar-
chical structure to the name space.

√ √ √

Import
√ √

Private scope
√ √

Data abstraction— hiding state.
√ √

Signature matching— constraining
the exports of a module.

√

Type abstraction— revealing the
name of a type, but hiding its repre-
sentation.

√

Partial type abstraction— revealing
the name of a type and a super-type
bound, but not its representation.

√

Module parameterization
√

A prototype implementation of MOBY is available for download from

http://moby.cs.uchicago.edu/
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